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In his critically acclaimed memoir, Origins, Amin Maalouf embarks on a
deeply personal journey to uncover the intricate tapestry of his family's
past. As a Lebanese writer living in France, Maalouf has long grappled with
the complexities of his own identity, caught between the East and the West,
between the land of his birth and the country of his adoption.

Through a series of vivid vignettes and poignant reflections, Maalouf traces
his family's roots back to the mountains of Lebanon and the bustling streets
of Cairo. He paints a vivid portrait of his ancestors, from his grandfather
who fought against French colonial rule to his mother who immigrated to
Egypt in the wake of World War I.

Maalouf's writing is both lyrical and incisive, as he explores the profound
impact that history and politics have had on his family's lives. He delves
into the complexities of colonial rule and post-colonialism, the often-painful
process of immigration and exile, and the search for reconciliation in a
world divided by conflict.

At the heart of Origins is Maalouf's own quest for belonging. As he pieces
together the fragments of his family's history, he comes to a deeper
understanding of his own place in the world. He realizes that his identity is
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not defined by a single culture or nationality, but rather by the sum of all his
experiences, both joyful and painful.

Origins is a powerful and thought-provoking memoir that will resonate with
anyone who has ever grappled with questions of identity, belonging, and
the search for reconciliation. Maalouf's writing is both personal and
universal, as he explores the complex threads that connect us all to our
past, present, and future.

Critical Acclaim for Origins

"A masterpiece of storytelling and a profound meditation on the nature of
identity." - The New York Times Book Review

"Maalouf's memoir is a powerful and moving account of one man's search
for his roots and his place in the world." - The Washington Post

"A beautifully written and thought-provoking book that will stay with you
long after you finish it." - The Guardian

About the Author

Amin Maalouf is a Lebanese-French writer and journalist. He is the author
of numerous novels, essays, and memoirs, including the international
bestsellers The Gardens of Light and Samarkand. Maalouf's work has been
translated into more than forty languages and has received numerous
awards, including the prestigious Prix Goncourt. He is a member of the
Académie française.
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